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ABSTRACT. Palladium nanoparticles are grown on TiO2 nanotubes by atomic layer deposition 

(ALD) and the resulting three dimensional nanostructured catalysts are studied for ethanol 

electrooxidation in alkaline media. The morphology, the crystal structure and the chemical 

composition of the Pd particles are fully characterized using scanning and transmission electron 

microscopies, x-ray diffraction and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The characterization 

revealed that the deposition proceeds onto the entire surface of the TiO2 nanotubes leading to the 

formation of well-defined and highly dispersed Pd nanoparticles. The electrooxidation of ethanol 
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on Pd clusters deposited on TiO2 nanotubes show not only a direct correlation between the 

catalytic activity and the particle size but also a steep increase of the response due to the 

enhancement of the metal-support interaction when the crystal structure of the TiO2 nanotubes is 

modified by annealing at 450°C in air. 

Introduction 

The hydrogen-based production of energy is attracting more and more attention especially in 

fuel cells technology due to the high energy density of hydrogen. However, the H2 storage and 

transportation is still a challenge. The new generation of fuel cells based on the electrooxidation 

of alcohols such as methanol, ethanol or ethylene glycol is an interesting alternative for the 

production of energy.1 Among them, methanol and ethanol are the most promising fuels, 

however ethanol exhibits two key advantages over methanol: it is non-toxic and renewable fuel 

that can be extracted from the biomass.2 

The kinetics of the ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR) is slow in acidic media and incomplete 

oxidation is generally achieved over Pt-based catalysts resulting in production of acetaldehyde 

and acetic acid.3 To overcome this issue, it is possible to electrooxidize ethanol in alkaline 

media, where oxidation kinetics is favorable and it allows the use of a cheaper Pd-based 

systems.1, 4 Various strategies aimed at further improving the catalytic activity of Pd have been 

proposed.1 One of them is the addition of a second noble (Ru, Au, Ir) or non-noble (Ni, Sn) metal 

to Pd proved to be advantageous.1,5-8 Another approach is the use of the appropriate supporting 

material that can finely disperse and stabilize Pd nanoparticles as well as show better stability 

than conventional carbon black.1, 5 The catalyst support can further influence strongly the activity 

of the metallic particles via metal-support interaction (MSI).9-11 The catalyst support can have an 
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impact on the catalyst dispersion, size and morphology. Furthermore, it can modify the electronic 

properties of the catalyst by changing the adsorption strength of ethanol and reaction 

intermediates resulting in improved catalyst stability and reactivity. The carbon-based materials 

are widely used as a support material in fuel cells, however carbon is not stable and corrodes 

under reaction conditions. In order to improve the catalyst support, it can be nanostructured (e. g. 

carbon nanotubes12) or other materials such as TiO2 can be used.13 Titanium dioxide is known for 

its high stability and that in contact with platinum group metals it shows strong metal-support 

interaction (SMSI) for gas phase catalytic reactions.9 Among the numerous types of titanium 

dioxide nanostructures, TiO2 nanotubes (TNTs) are very interesting, because they have a large 

specific area and well-defined geometry. TNTs can be obtained by various methods such as 

deposition in templates, molecular assembly templating, hydrothermal reaction, electrospinning 

and anodic oxidation.14 The later method is straightforward and offers a large control of the tube 

morphology. In anodic TNTs, the charge transport and collection are facilitated by the nanotubes 

self-alignment, because they are connected by the Ti substrate.  

The coupling of Pd nanoparticles with TNTs has been reported recently. The Pd catalysts were 

either chemically deposited in porous TiO2
15-16 or electrochemically deposited on anodic TNTs.17 

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a method of choice to grow continuous thin layers on three-

dimensional substrates exhibiting a high aspect ratio.18-20 ALD has been used to grow oxide films 

to support the catalysts. More recently, it has been applied to preserve the catalysts with an 

ultrathin metal oxide layer or to directly grow metallic nanoparticles (see, e.g., the reviews21-23). 

In the later case, ALD is particularly interesting because it provides a precise control of the 

growth rate and composition of the catalyst on tortuous nanostructures.24-25 Furthermore, metallic 

nanoparticles deposited by ALD exhibit similar or better catalytic activities than those grown by 
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other techniques, such as impregnation, ion-exchange, and deposition-precipitation.26-27 In the 

recent years, several works have shown the interest of using ALD to conformally grow catalytic 

nanoparticles onto nanostructured substrates. Pt has been deposited onto various substrates such 

as ZnO or TiO2 for alcohol oxidation, oxygen reduction or photocatalysis.25, 28-30 Pd has been less 

experienced but Feng et al.31 and Rikkinen et al.32 report the efficient deposition of this metal 

onto planar Al2O3, ZnO and porous carbon. The aim of the present study is to conformally coat 

TNTs with uniformly distributed Pd clusters and to assess their promising electroactivity. The Pd 

nanoparticles have been grown by ALD onto anodic TNTs (Pd/TNTs). The morphology, the 

chemical composition and the crystal structure of the metallic clusters have been investigated in 

details by scanning and transmission electron microscopies (SEM, TEM), x-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) and x-ray diffraction. The electroactivity of Pd/TNTs toward ethanol 

electrooxidation has been evaluated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and chronoamperometry (CA) 

as a function of the ALD parameters and depending on the crystalline structure of the TNTs. 

Experimental 

Preparation of TiO2 nanotubes 

The catalyst support consists of TiO2 nanotubes electrochemically grown from titanium foils 

(Advent, 95.6 % purity) in an aqueous fluoride containing acidic electrolyte (1 M NaOH + 1 M 

H3PO4 + 0.5 % HF). Ti samples were cut in square pieces (2 ´ 2 cm2) then cleaned successively 

by sonicating in acetone, isopropanol and methanol baths for 5 min and, finally, rinsed in 

deionized water and dried under a nitrogen stream. The nanotubes were grown in a teflon 

electrochemical cell with a circular opening exposing 1.13 cm2 of the sample to the solution. The 

Ti foils, a Pt mesh and a mercury/mercurous sulfate electrode (MSE, E° = 0.64 V vs SHE) 
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served as working, counter and reference electrodes, respectively. The nanotubes were grown at 

room temperature under an applied potential (U) of 20 V using a high voltage potentiostat 

(Modulab, Solartron Analytical). The duration of the anodization was 1 h in order to grow 1 μm 

long nanotubes. In some cases, the TNTs were annealed in air at 450°C for 2 h to modify their 

crystal structure. 

Atomic layer deposition of Pd 

The catalysts were synthesized by atomic layer deposition in a Fiji 200 reactor from 

Ultratech/Cambridge Nanotech. As previously reported,33 the Pd deposition was carried out with 

palladium(II)hexafluoroacetylacetonate (Pd(hfac)2, 98 % from Strem Chemicals) and formalin 

(37 % formaldehyde in water with 10-15 % of methanol from Sigma Aldrich). The Pd canister 

was maintained at 90°C while the temperature of the reaction chamber was set to 200°C. The 

ALD cycle consisted of sequential pulse, exposure and purge of Pd precursor and formalin, 

alternatively. The pulse, exposure and purge durations were 1:30:30 s and 3:30:30 s for Pd(hfac)2 

and formalin, respectively. To increase the transport of the Pd(hfac)2 toward the chamber, Ar was 

injected for 0.25 s into the canister prior to each Pd(hfac)2 pulse. The ALD of Pd was performed 

on both TNTs and flat Si (100) substrates in order to facilitate some characterizations. The 

number of ALD cycles (N) was varied in order to adjust the catalyst loading. 

Characterization methods 

The morphologies of TNTs as well as the supported Pd nanoparticles were characterized by 

scanning and transmission electron microscopies using JEOL 6320F and JEOL 7800F SEMs and 

a JEOL 3010 TEM. The crystal structures of the Pd clusters and TiO2 substrate were analyzed by 

x-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Rigaku RU-200 rotating anode x-ray generator (operating power 

40 kV/30 mA) equipped with a Xenocs Fox3D Cu 12_INF mirror and a Mar345 image plate 
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detector from Rayonix. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements were performed in a 

KRATOS Axis Ultra DLD with a Hybrid lens mode at 140 W and pass energy of 20 eV using a 

monochromatic Al Kα. The Pd3d and Ti2p XPS core level spectra were analyzed using a fitting 

routine which decomposes each spectrum into individual mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian peaks 

using a Shirley background subtraction over the energy range of the fit. The deconvolution of 

Pd3d was performed using doublets with spin orbit splitting (SOS) 5.3 eV and intensity ratio 

Pd3d5/2:Pd3d3/2 = 3/234 while a peak asymmetry was used in the case of the Pd3d peak attributed 

to the metallic state based on the work of Hufner et al.35 The Ti2p spectra were analyzed using 

doublets with SOS = 5.7 eV and intensity ratio Ti2p3/2:Ti2p1/2 = 2/1.36 The Binding energy (BE) 

was corrected using the C1s peak at 284.8 eV as an internal standard. The accuracy of 

measurement of the binding energy is ± 0.1 eV while that of full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) is ± 0.05 eV. 

Electrochemical characterizations 

The electrochemical characterizations of Pd/TNTs were carried out using a BioLogic 

potentiostat/galvanostat in 1 M KOH with and without 1 M C2H5OH. The reference electrode 

used was a Hg/HgO (MMO, E° = 0.098 vs SHE) and the counter electrode was a large surface 

area Pt mesh. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) were recorded at a scan rate of 25 mV s-1 unless 

otherwise stated. Chronoamperograms (CA) were obtained by holding the potential at – 0.6 V vs 

MMO for 5 min then stepping to  – 0.2 V for 1 h. The electrochemical active surface area 

(ECSA) was determined by the reduction of a full monolayer of PdO in 0.5 M H2SO4.37 In the 

following, the current density is plotted either against the geometric area of the electrode (noted 

“GEOM”) or against the ECSA. 
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Results and discussion 

Synthesis and characterization of the catalysts  

Figure 1 shows a cross-section and a top view (inset) of the nanotubes grown at U = 20 V for 

1 h. The typical self-ordered morphology of TNTs is observed on the SEM micrographs. The 

tubular features (and not pores) separated by interstitial voids are uniformly distributed over the 

whole sample. Since an aqueous electrolyte has been used, the tube walls have a wavy aspect. 

The diameter of the tubes is about 70 nm, the length is approximately 1 µm and the wall 

thickness is in the range of 10 nm. The as-formed nanotubes are amorphous but after annealing 

in air for 2 h at 450°C, they are converted to the anatase crystal phase. Although their 

morphology remains unchanged their physical properties such as conductivity, photo-conversion 

efficiency or catalytic activity can be drastically modified and, in some cases, improved.14 In a 

previous study, the optimal annealing parameters (temperature, duration and atmosphere) have 

been described.38 In the following, the Pd deposition has always been performed on TNTs grown 

under similar conditions as presented in Figure 1 with or without a subsequent annealing step. 

The Pd deposition process and mechanism have been already described in several reports33, 39-40 

and will not be described again here. Figure 2 presents the evolution of the Pd deposit with 

respect to the number of ALD cycles (N ranging from 400 to 900 cycles). Although ALD is 

generally used to grow a continuous film, the SEM top views show nanoparticles uniformly 

spread over the samples. This is due to the high difference of surface energies between the metal 

and the oxidized support.41 This has been clearly illustrated by the study of the selective Pt 

growth over Pd clusters that were previously deposited on Al2O3.42 The authors report that the Pt 

nucleation occurs selectively onto the Pd clusters because the nucleation on alumina is not 

thermodynamically favored. In the present work, almost no Pd is detected by SEM or XRD for 
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N < 200 cycles. A nucleation delay of several hundreds of cycles has been observed for Pd 

deposition onto Al2O3 from Pd(hfac)2 and formalin or H2.39, 42 This has been ascribed to the 

surface poisoning by the precursor ligands that hinders the Pd nucleation step.40 

The particle size has been evaluated from the various SEM images and the size distributions 

are plotted, for each N, as insets on Figure 2. The average particle size (DPd) is then plotted in 

Figure 3. As expected DPd increases with N since the growth of the existing particles occurs more 

likely than the nucleation of additional clusters on the oxidized surface. DPd varies from 6.5 ± 1 

to 25 ± 3 nm for N ranging from 400 to 900 cycles. After an incubation time of approximately 

600 cycles, DPd increases linearly. The growth rate, deduced from the slope between 700 and 900 

cycles, is 0.7 Å/cycle. It is notably higher than the growth rate of 0.21 Å/cycle determined in a 

previous work39 by quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) for Pd deposition onto Al2O3. This 

discrepancy can be explained because, in the present work, the rate corresponds to the average 

particle size while the growth rate given by Elam et al.39 corresponds to the thickness evolution 

calculated from the QCM data for a homogeneous film. Nevertheless, the evolutions are in 

agreement and both depict the same deposition process, i. e., an incubation delay due to the 

oxidized nature of the substrate and an island growth mechanism. 

In order to demonstrate the full coverage of the TNTs by the Pd, SEM and TEM cross sections 

have been performed on the nanotubes after ALD of Pd. Figure 4a shows a side view of the 

TNTs after Pd growth. It appears distinctly on the micrograph that the external walls of the tubes 

are completely coated by the metallic nanoparticles. It indicates that the Pd deposition even 

proceeds within the narrow interstitial voids.  

During the sample cutting, it is unlikely that the nanotubes are sliced along their longitudinal 

axis. Hence, it is almost impossible to observe, by SEM, the inner coverage of the tubes by the 
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Pd clusters. The TEM cross section presented in Figure 4b reveals, conversely, the presence of 

Pd nanoparticles within the TNTs even at the bottom part of the tubes (see the arrows on 

Figure 4b). This demonstrates clearly that the ALD process uniformly and fully coats the TNTs. 

Figure 5 shows TEM observations of Pd clusters deposited on the TNTs after 500 ALD cycles. 

A general view of a tube mouth decorated by Pd clusters is shown in Figure 5a. The underlying 

TiO2 is pointed out by the blue shadow. It confirms that the deposition occurs on both sides of 

the tube walls. The size distribution of the Pd particles is relatively homogeneous and the 

average size, around 7-8 nm, is in the same range as the one observed, by SEM, on Figure 2. The 

high-resolution view of the deposit (Figure 5b) reveals the crystal planes of the particles and 

confirms crystalline nature of the Pd deposit. The particles look relatively homogeneous and are 

mainly single-crystalline. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) carried out on the region 

is presented in Figure 5c. Numerous diffraction spots and rings are visible on the pattern. The 

diffraction rings are attributed to the Pd while the diffraction spots are ascribed to the anatase. It 

indicates that the amount of underlying TiO2 is very small. No preferential orientation is noticed 

in the table (shown in Supporting Information, S1) that lists the crystal planes detected by the 

SAED since all the main diffraction planes are visible for both materials.  

Figure 6a displays the x-ray diffraction patterns of TNTs after Pd deposition for increasing 

number of cycles (N = 300, 400, 500 and 600 cycles). The peaks have been identified according 

to the reference databases (JCPDS #046-1043, JCPDS #044-1294). The diffraction peaks are 

mainly attributed to the Ti substrate and no TiO2 is detected since as-grown TNTs are 

amorphous.14 The diffraction peak located at 46.65° can be attributed to the Pd(200) planes while 

the peak positioned around 40.1° corresponds to the sum of Pd(111) and Ti(101) signals (40.12 

and 40.17°, respectively). The evolution of the intensity of these peaks is presented in the insets 
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(Figures 6b and 6c). In both cases, the linear increase with N (see Supporting Information, S2) 

indicates that the Pd load is directly related to the number of cycles. The FWHM of the peaks 

decreases with the N. It qualitatively verifies the enlargement of particles observed previously on 

the SEM images. It is indeed not possible to use the Scherrer formula to evaluate the particle 

mean size because the main peak for Pd, the (111) plane, is located at the same diffraction angle 

of the Ti(101) and the intensity of the Pd(200) peak is too weak for a consistent quantitative 

analysis. 

The surface composition of the Pd nanoparticles has been investigated by XPS. The 

characterizations were carried out on Pd/TNTs (N = 500 cycles) before and after the 

electrochemical measurements and the recorded peaks are shown in Figure 7. In the case of the 

as-prepared sample the deconvoluted Pd3d peak (Figure 7a, upper spectra) shows only one 

component at 335.4 eV (Pd3d5/2) that is attributed to Pd atoms in the metallic state. 43 The 

analysis of the corresponding Ti2p (Figure 7b, upper spectra) shows the existence of a peak at 

459.3 eV characteristic of titanium atoms in the 4+ oxidation state in TiO2.36 The peak measured 

in the O1s region (Figure 7c, upper spectra) is the result of the overlapping of the O1s peak 

ascribed to TiO2 and the Pd3p3/2. Thus, the two characteristic features of the peak at around 530.5 

and 532.4 eV are due to these two contributions, respectively.36, 44 

After the electrochemical studies a significant amount of potassium was detected on the 

surface as indicated by the intense K2p peak that is detected around 293.5 eV (K2p3/2, not shown 

here). The deconvolution of the Pd3d peak (Figure 7a, lower spectra) reveals that beyond the 

component at lower BEs (Pd3d5/2: 335.1 eV) due to metallic Pd, two additional peaks are present 

at higher BEs (336.1 and 337.2 eV). These two peaks are attributed to palladium in the 2+ and 

4+ oxidation states due to PdO and PdO2 and/or respective hydroxides.45-46 It is therefore evident 
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that after the electrochemical measurements, oxidation of palladium has taken place and around 

40% of the detected signal is due to these oxygenated species. It should be mentioned that the 

signal of the Pd3d peak is almost one order of magnitude lower as compared to the signal of the 

as-prepared sample. This decrease is due to the presence of the potassium layer over Pd/TNTs 

sample, which is formed from the KOH electrolyte solution used during the ethanol 

electrooxidation measurements. The decrease of the Pd3d signal is accompanied by a steep 

decrease of Ti2p signal. More specifically, after ethanol electrooxidation, the Ti2p peak becomes 

rather ill defined (Figure 7b, lower spectra). At the same time, the O1s component at around 

530.5 eV, which is attributed to the titanium dioxide, disappears. All these observations further 

support the fact that potassium covers the sample diminishing the signal of both Pd and TNT 

support. Nevertheless, the intensity of the peak detected in the Pd3p3/2/O1s region for the sample 

after the electrochemical measurements does not show a respective decrease as it would be 

expected due to the potassium overlayer. Based on the fact that the second component of the 

Pd3p doublet at around 560.2 eV (Pd3p1/2, not shown here) is of very low intensity and because 

the intensity ratio of the two components should be 2, IPd3p3/2:IPd3p1/2 = 2:1,43 we conclude that the 

relatively intense peak at around 532.5 eV is not due to Pd but represents surface oxygen atoms 

that form palladium oxides and/or hydroxides after the electrochemical measurement. At this 

point we cannot exclude the formation of surface complexes that contain potassium as well. The 

K2p3/2 is detected around 293.4 eV. In the literature this binding energy is reported for potassium 

atoms in ionic compounds43 and K/Pd. It is also well known that all alkali metals including 

potassium form oxopalladates (KnPdOm).47 Further investigation is necessary to obtain a better 

insight of the K-based surface species. 
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As mentioned before, as-grown TNTs are mainly amorphous. A phase transformation to 

anatase occurs after an annealing in air at T = 450°C for 2 h. The anatase exhibits the highest 

electron conductivity and higher O2- content.48-49 It can therefore influence strongly the 

electroactivity of the supported Pd catalysts. In the following, the electrochemical response of 

the Pd/TNTs systems has thus been investigated using either as-anodized or annealed nanotubes. 

Figure 8 presents the comparison of two Pd deposits carried out under the same ALD conditions 

(N = 500 cycles) on as-grown and annealed nanotubes, respectively. The comparison of the SEM 

micrographs attests that there is no morphological difference between the two Pd films. 

Similarly, XPS and XRD investigations also confirm that neither chemical nor the crystalline 

variations are observed for the Pd deposit depending on the thermal treatment of the substrates. 

This allows a direct comparison of the electrocatalytic activity of Pd deposited on amorphous 

and on crystalline TNTs, as shown in the following section. 

Ethanol Electrooxidation  

Figure 9 shows cyclic voltammograms of Pd/TNTs samples containing 400, 500, 700 and 900 

ALD cycles of Pd deposited on both as grown (solid line) and annealed (dashed line) TNTs in 

1 M KOH (the reference CVs for bare TNTs are shown in Figure S3 in supporting information). 

For 400 ALD Pd/TNTs and samples with lower ALD cycles, the response of Pd is absent from 

the CVs. For samples of 500, 700 and 900 ALD cycles, the characteristic peaks of Pd oxidation 

and reduction as well as hydrogen evolution region are present on CVs. The absence of the Pd 

response for samples with low Pd loading, i. e., small clusters, could be a result of the SMSI 

effect in Pd/TNTs. SMSI is of either electronic or geometric type, latter also called decoration 

model.9, 50 In the decoration model, the SMSI is a result of the back spillover of the partially 

reduced TiOx species onto the surface of metal catalysts, which takes place when the catalyst is 
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reduced in hydrogen at high temperature. As defined in the metal-semiconductor boundary layer 

theory, at thermodynamic equilibrium the Fermi energy level of electrons of the two materials in 

contact is equal. When two materials with different Fermi level (work function) put in contact, 

charge is transported from the material with the lower work function to the material with the 

higher work function. The work function of anatase TiO2 is 5.1 eV51 and Pd 5.2-5.4 eV for bulk 

Pd and even higher for nanoparticles.52-53 Upon contact the negative charge is transported from 

TiO2 to Pd. Therefore, O2– and/or OH– migration from TiO2 onto Pd surface is expected. In the 

“oxygen vacancy model” developed by Sanchez and Gasquez,54 the metal diffusion into support 

bulk vacancies and complete or partial burial of small metal crystallites were proposed. In 

addition, surface migration of O2– and/or OH– can cover the metal clusters or strands bringing 

about complete elimination of sorptive and catalytic properties.54 It is suggested that in the case 

of small Pd clusters, Pd atoms become buried into TiO2 support and covered by O2–/OH–, 

therefore fraction of accessible atoms is small and their sorptive and catalytic properties are 

affected negatively. As the particle size increases, the Pd-TiO2 interaction diminishes and Pd 

atoms situated further from the support remain accessible to surrounding electrolyte and show 

similar CV profile as for bulk Pd electrode (Figure 9b-d).55 The anodic current growth at 

potentials more positive than – 0.2 V (Figure 9b, 9c, 9d) is due to the formation of Pd-OH, PdO 

and PdOx that are developed successively as the potential becomes more positive. The cathodic 

peak centered at around – 0.2 V is due to the reduction of the Pd oxides formed on the anodic 

scan. The intensity of this peak depends on the maximum anodic potential, because a more 

complete oxide layer and higher valence oxides are formed at higher potentials. At potentials 

more negative than – 0.4 V the region of hydrogen adsorption/absorption and desorption is 

situated.56 
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For Pd/TNTs with 500 ALD cycles, the current density is significantly higher for the annealed 

support confirming that the changes in TiO2 properties have a greater effect on smaller Pd 

clusters of lower loading (shown in Figure 2) than larger Pd deposits obtained at 700 and 900 

ALD cycles. The annealing of TiO2 nanotubes in air at 450oC results in anatase structure with 

high conductivity.57 For samples containing 700 and 900 ALD cycles, the current densities are 

comparable for as-grown and annealed samples (Figure 9 c,d), but much lower than for 500 

ALD. As was shown previously for Pt deposited on TiO2 nanotubes,58-59 the increase of the Pt 

amount led to the decrease of MSI effect, therefore affecting the catalytic properties of Pt to a 

lesser degree. The similar effect could be in play for Pd/TNTs of 700 and 900 ALD cycles. 

Furthermore, as the cluster size increases to 900 ALD cycles the current density decreases 

significantly if compared to Pd/TNTs of 700 and 500 ALD cycles. It can be also seen (Figure 9c) 

that annealing of the support not only affects the current values but also the ease of PdOx 

formation and reduction. For instance, after annealing the peak of Pd oxidation decreases and 

shifts to higher anodic potentials, indicating that annealed-TNTs stabilize Pd in the metallic state, 

as also seen in the positive shift of PdOx reduction peak confirming that this process is more 

thermodynamically favorable on the annealed Pd/TNTs with 700 ALD cycles. In an earlier 

work,15 Pd reduction peak was observed between 0.6 and 0.7 V vs RHE (– 0.341 and – 0.241 V 

vs Hg/HgO) on Pd nanoparticles prepared by electrochemical milling of the larger Pd clusters. In 

another report,17 the reduction peak maximum was situated at – 0.45 V vs SCE (– 0.307 V vs. 

Hg/HgO). The reported potentials are more negative that ones observed in the present work 

indicating that charge transfer between Pd and TNTs and/or Pd interaction with O2– bulk 

vacancies make the reduction of Pd oxides easier.  
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Figure 10 compares electrocatalytic activity of the two catalysts with the same Pd loading 

(i. e., N = 500 cycles) but deposited on as-grown and annealed TNTs for ethanol 

electrooxidation. The current density is much higher for Pd catalysts deposited on the annealed 

support and increases in the whole range of the anodic potentials, whereas for as-grown Pd/TNTs 

system, the maximum current density is reached at 0.15 V following by the catalyst deactivation 

due to oxide formation. The increase in the current density for annealed TNTs is due to the 

increased conductivity of the anatase structured TiO2 nanotubes over the amorphous TiO2 

nanotubes.60 Therefore, the further studies of the effect of Pd loading were carried out on 

annealed TNTs.  

The three Pd/TNTs catalysts with 500, 700 and 900 ALD cycles were tested for ethanol 

electrooxidation and the resulting cyclic voltammograms are shown in Figure 11. The current 

densities are given per geometric area and ECSA on Figure 11a and 11b, respectively. As the 

number of ALD cycles increases the particle size increases as shown in Figure 2 and confirmed 

by XRD measurements, which in turn will influence the available active surface area. Therefore, 

in order to compare the intrinsic activity of Pd/TNTs prepared with different number of ALD 

cycles, the ECSA of Pd/TNTs catalysts was estimated using PdO reduction peak in H2SO4
61 

(Figure S4 in supporting information). The distinct PdO reduction peak in acid media makes the 

calculation of the charge required to oxidize the monolayer of PdO more straightforward and 

accurate than in alkaline media.61 It is accepted that the reduction charge of a full monolayer of 

Pd monoxide is 420 μC cm–2.62-65 The formation of Pd oxide at a fixed cathodic potential is a 

function of time and the PdO reduction charge reaches the plateau in the region where a 

complete PdO monolayer is formed.65 The estimated ECSA, for Pd deposited on annealed TiO2 

nanotubes with 500, 700 and 900 ALD cycles is 22.3, 29.6 and 7.1 cm2, respectively. The ECSA 
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increases as number of cycle increases from 500 to 700. At the same time, the average 

nanoparticle size increases as well from 7 till 11 nm indicating that ECSA increase is not purely 

geometric but an interaction with TiO2 support and formation of new active sites probably occur. 

Furthermore, the particle distribution and interparticle distance have larger contribution towards 

ECSA than Pd particle size on its own. The significant decrease of ECSA for 900 ALD cycles is 

due to the formation of the larger coalesced Pd clusters with lower surface area (average size of 

25 nm, Figure 2) and/or partial obstruction of the 3D nanostructure of TNTs by large Pd clusters. 

Figure 11 shows that when current density is normalized by geometric area, its amplitude for 

500 and 700 ALD cycles is the same up to 0.3 V, where the sample covered by 700 cycles 

deactivates rapidly due to Pd oxidation, while the current density continues to increase up to 

0.36 V for N = 500 cycles On the reverse scan all three catalyst remain inactive till – 0.15 V, 

because more negative potentials are required to reduce PdOx, which is not a catalyst for ethanol 

electrooxidation. 

The comparison of the intrinsic activity of the three Pd/TNTs catalysts (Figure 11b) shows that 

the sample covered by 500 cycles Pd exhibits the highest current density in the entire potential 

region in both forward and backward scans, also it remains active till higher potentials if 

compare to two other catalysts. The catalyst with 900 ALD cycles has a much lower activity due 

to the larger particle size and partial closing of the TNTs. In order to compare the present results 

with literature, the Pd load (i. e. the mass of Pd, mPd, per area unit) has been estimated from the 

ECSA and the DPd. Using these two experimental measurements, it has been possible to estimate 

the particle density (NPd) and mPd. The mPd is 31, 76 and 35 µg·cm–2, for a number of 500, 700 and 

900 ALD cycles, respectively. The mPd for 500 and 700 ALD cycles appear realistic. However, 

the low value for 900 ALD cycles shows, of course, the limitation of the calculation when the 
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particles merge (since the ECSA is a superficial measurement it cannot be used to calculate 

accurately the mass of a continuous Pd film). Nevertheless, the mPd for 500 ALD is the most 

interesting for comparisons since it exhibits the highest activity. The peak current for ethanol 

oxidation is approximately 2.25 A mg–1 for 500 ALD cycles. The comparison of this 

electroactivity with literature is thus promising. Qin et al.17 reported for Pd deposited into TNTs 

an oxidation current of ca. 6 A mg–1 with CVs performed at a higher scan rate (50 mV s–1). 

Similarly, Chen et al.15 have measured an oxidation current of ca. 9 A mg–1 but the experiments 

were carried out in a more concentrated solution (cethanol = 2.2 mol L–1) and the scan rate was also 

two times higher (50 mV s–1). The comparison with Pd catalysts deposited by ALD on porous 

carbon is even more promising. Rikkinen et al.32 have indeed reported an electroactivity 4.5 

times higher than commercial materials, but the oxidation current remains four times lower than 

the present study with a current of 0.5 A mg–1 at 0.75 V vs. RHE.32 

Figure 12 shows chronoamperograms of Pd catalysts with various loading deposited on 

annealed TNTs at – 0.2 V. For the sample with 900 ALD cycles, the current density starts at 

0.13 mA cm–2 and diminishes very fast until it reaches a steady-state at about 0.03 mA cm–2. The 

samples with 500 and 700 cycles show higher initial current density values of 0.25 and 

0.20 mA cm–2, respectively, however the current density continues to decrease without reaching 

a steady-state even after 1 h. The current decrease is due to poisoning of the Pd surface active 

sites by adsorbed ethoxy (CH3CH2O) or other poisonous (C2) intermediates.8, 66 The decay could 

be also associated with PdOx formation, confirmed by the XPS measurements of the Pd/TNTs 

after ethanol electrooxidation (Figure 7). XPS showed that palladium in the 2+ and 4+ oxidation 

states was formed. In addition, as shown by XPS, the formation of oxopalladate (KnPdOm) 

complexes cannot be ruled out. Therefore, the above effects would gradually decrease the 
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number of active sites and lead to the continuous current decay. The current percentage loss, 

after double layer correction, is 71.6, 57.3 and 40.1% for 500, 700 and 900 ALD of Pd, 

respectively. 

CA measurements showed that the samples with 500 and 700 cycles are more active, at least 

during the first hours of operation, while the sample with 900 cycles shows a much lower 

catalytic activity under the same operating conditions but it reaches quickly (after 1500 s) a 

steady-state around 0.03 mA cm–2. The levels of the current densities are in agreement with CVs 

experiments shown in Figure 11b (where a vertical dashed line indicate the potential 

corresponding to the CA experiments). 

The electrochemical measurements showed that Pd deposited using 500 ALD cycles (average 

particle size of 6.5 nm) on annealed TNTs has the optimum electrocatalytic performance. For 

samples with lower ALD cycles, no electrochemical response was detected for both annealed and 

as-grown samples. It is proposed that SMSI results in the coverage and/or burial of small Pd 

clusters into TiO2 nanotubes. This effectively negated sorptive and catalytic properties of Pd 

deposited using 400 and fewer ALD cycles. For Pd/TNTs electrocatalysts of 700 and 900 ALD 

cycles, it is suggested that both larger particle size, implying the lower active surface area, as 

well as weaker electronic interaction between Pd clusters and TiO2 nanotubes was responsible 

for lower catalytic activity.  

Conclusion 

In the present work we show that ALD can be successfully used to functionalize TNTs with Pd 

nanoparticles for ethanol electrooxidation. The particle size is precisely controlled by the number 

of ALD cycles and the catalysts fully cover the inner and outer walls of the nanotubes. ALD 

allows the use of a controlled amount of Pd and can thus decrease the costs. The influence of the 
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substrate on the catalyst activity has been demonstrated trough the modification of the crystalline 

structure of the TNTs. The electrooxidation of ethanol is indeed strongly enhanced when the 

TiO2 is annealed since anatase is more conductive than the amorphous TiO2. Catalysts with the 

different number of ALD cycles were prepared. It was found by SEM and XRD that Pd forms 

well-defined and crystalline nanoparticles with face-centred cubic (fcc) structure on entire 

surface of TNTs. The particle and crystallite size increases with the number of ALD cycles. XPS 

analysis showed that as prepared Pd nanoparticles are present in metallic state, whereas after 

ethanol electrooxidation 40% of surface Pd is transformed to PdOx. Among the prepared 

electrocatalysts (N = 400 – 900 ALD cycles), the 500 ALD Pd/TNTs system showed the best 

catalytic activity and satisfactory stability in alkaline media. The electrochemical 

characterizations have demonstrated that these Pd/TNTs systems exhibit high current densities 

and low onset potential if compared to the literature and commercial catalysts. The use of ALD 

to grow metallic nanoparticles onto three-dimensional nanostructured substrates appears to be a 

very promising approach for preparation of well-defined catalysts for ethanol and other alcohol 

electrooxidation. 
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Figure 1. SEM image of TNTs grown at U = 20 V for 1 h in 1 M H3PO4 + 1 M NaOH + 

0.5% HF. The inset shows a high-magnification top view of the tubes mouth.
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Figure 2. SEM micrographs of TNTs coated by Pd nanoparticles with increasing number of ALD 

cycles: (a) 400, (b) 500, (c) 600, (d) 700, (e) 800, and (f) 900 cycles. Insets show the size distribu-

tion estimated, for each N, from the SEM pictures.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the average size of Pd particles with the number of ALD cycles.
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Figure 4. (a) SEM side view showing the external wall of TNTs covered by Pd nanoparti-

cles. (b) TEM cross section of the bottom part of the TNTs after Pd deposition. The 

dashed line highlights the bottom part of one nanotube covered by Pd nanoparticles. 

N = 700 cycles in both cases.
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Figure 5. TEM images of Pd nanoparticles deposited (N = 500 cycles) onto TNTs after 

annealing at 450°C for 2 h. (a) Top view of a TNT mouth covered by Pd nanoparticles. 

The blue shadow highlights the position of the TNT. (b) High-resolution image of Pd 

particles and (c) the corresponding selected area electron diffraction.
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Figure 6. (a) X-ray diffractograms of TNTs after depositions of Pd nanoparticles for vari-

ous number of cycles (N is indicated on the plot). The Pd and Ti diffraction planes are 

indicated on the corresponding peaks. (b) and (c) show an enlarged view of the 

Pd(111)/Ti(101) and Pd(200) peaks regions, respectively. The colored bars correspond to 

the position of the reference peaks of Pd and Ti.
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Figure 7. Pd3d (a), Ti2p (b) and O1s (c) XPS peaks before (upper spectra) and after 

(lower spectra) electrochemical measurements of Pd-covered TNTs (N = 500 cycles).
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Figure 8. SEM top views of TNTs after ALD of Pd (N = 500 cycles). The Pd was deposit-

ed onto as-grown (a,b) and annealed (c,d) TNTs. 
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Figure 9. Cyclic voltammograms of as-grown (full line) and annealed (dashed line) TNTs 

after ALD of Pd for N = 400 (a), 500 (b), 700 (c) and 900 (d) cycles. The electrolyte is 

1 M KOH, scan rate is 25 mV s-1.
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Figure 10. Cyclic voltammograms of 500 Pd ALD cycles on as-grown and annealed 

TNTs in 1 M KOH + 1 M C2H5OH. The scan rate is 25 mV s–1 and the current density is 

normalized by geometric surface area.
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Figure 11. Cyclic voltammograms of Pd/TNTswith various number of Pd ALD cycles on 

annealed TNTs in 1M KOH + 1M C2H5OH . Current density is given per geometrical area 

(a) and ECSA (b). The scan rate is 25 mV s–1.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the CAs in 1 M KOH + 1 M C2H5OH of the different loadings 

on annealed TNTs at the potential held at   0.2 V vs. Hg/HgO for 1 h.


